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Abstract. Topic Detection (TD) plays a major role in Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP). Its applications range from Question Answer-
ing to Speech Recognition. In order to correctly detect document’s topic,
we shall first proceed with a text representation phase to transform the
electronic documents contents into an efficiently software handled form.
Significant efforts have been deployed to construct effective text represen-
tation models, mainly for English documents. In this paper, we realize
a comparative study to investigate the impact of using stems, multi-
word terms and named entities as text representation models on Topic
Detection for Arabic unvowelized documents. Our experiments indicate
that using named entities as text representation model is the most ef-
fective approach for Arabic Topic Detection. The performances of the
two other approaches are heavily dependent on the considered topic. In
order to enhance the Topic Detection results, we use combined vocabu-
lary vectors based on stems and named entities (respectively stems and
multi-word terms) association to model topics more accurately. This ap-
proach effectiveness has been endorsed by the enhancement of the system
performances.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing · Topic Detection · Text Rep-
resentation · Multi-Word Terms · Named Entities.

Introduction

With the exponential growth of available Arabic electronic documents, important
research effort is deployed to effectively manage, explore, retrieve and analyze
the information they embody. Topic Detection (TD) represents an important
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR) task that
has been employed to satisfy the users’ information needs.

Topic Detection is a wildly studied topic for western languages due to its
application in many Information Retrieval (IR) and NLP tasks such as: social
media content analysis ([21]), newspaper documents classification [28], Speech
Recognition ([29]), Summarization [16],... Nevertheless, for Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA), the research efforts are still limited as relatively few works have
been carried. The Arabic language presents researchers and developers of Natural
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Language Processing (NLP) applications for Arabic text and speech with serious
challenges. This is due to the complex morphology of the Arabic language and
other characteristics such as the absence of diacritics, the lake of capitalisation
and specially its highly inflectional nature.

Performing Topic Detection accurately depends essentially on the quality
documents representation. A challenging characteristic of the Topic Detection
problem is the extremely high dimensionality of text data that implies an ef-
fective text representation model. Therefore, text representation happens to be
a crucial aspect of Topic Detection (TD) process. The process must allow cop-
ing with texts complexity and easing their manipulation by mapping them from
the full textual version into a compact form of its content, in order to give an
effective document representation model to build an efficient Topic Detection
system. The problem we are treating in this work is formally defined as follows:

Theorem 1. Given a corpus of documents D, a set of topics T , and a set Dtr
⊂ D of training pairs documents where Dtr = {< di, ti >, di∈D, ti∈T}, we
search a function f : D→T , that minimizes the size |E| of the set of errors: E
= {< di, ti >: di∈D, f(di)6=ti}.

The main purpose is to find the optimal function f considering the following
questions: What is a good representation of news documents? What is the best
text representation? Is a good text representation enough to give better per-
formances? Is a text representation model that reduces the feature space to a
limited set of dimension effective? Can we develop a text representation that
tackles with the various documents belonging to different topics?. The outcomes
of our study are expected to compare the performance of the proposed text
representation models, taking into account the aforementioned challenges (ques-
tions?). Therefore, we identify the text representation model that optimize the
process of capturing textual patters and maximize the Topic Detection system
efficiency.

This work is mainly concerned with studying text representation models. Our
objective here is to conduct a comparative study of three different text represen-
tation models, namely: stems , Multi-Word Terms (MWTs) and Named Entities
(NEs) in order to evaluate their influence on the quality of Topic Detection sys-
tems. The use of NEs and MWTs for Arabic Topic Detection is motivated by the
fact that the amount of information contained in a coalition of words is much
important than the one of individual terms.

To the best of our knowledge, a comparative study between the three models
has never been conducted before for Arabic Topic Detection. We have realized
several experiments in which we firstly benchmarked the three models. Then, we
have studied the use of weights vectors formed respectively by the combination
of stems and named entities along with vectors formed by stems and multi-word
Terms.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II defines the main
concepts studied in this paper which are Topic Detection and text representation.
Section III, presents stems, multi-word terms and named entities as the used
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approaches for text representation for the Arabic Topic Detection. Experiments
set up, evaluation metrics and results of benchmarked techniques are detailed in
Section IV. Section V concludes the paper and announces our future works.

Topic Detection and Text representation

Topic Detection

The term topic is usually defined as the aboutness of a unit of discourse [22].
Topic Detection (TD) is a part of the study content of Topic Detection and
Tracking (TDT). It is a new skill by which a given set of documents from the data
stream, such as news reports, newswires, blogs and social media, are classified
into a given set of documents into thematic categories. In the following, we
exclusively consider the single-Topic Detection version, since it is more general
than multi-Topic Detection: the latter can be split into several binary (i.e., single-
label) detection problems, but the contrary is not possible. Also, we are interested
in using a fixed set of topics instead of an open one. Our technique allows the
specification of topics of interest and attempts to classify documents within those
topics only, based on two major steps: topic vocabulary generation and topic
assignment. TD is based on supervised or unsupervised learning using a training
corpus to represent each topic with a specific model obtained using a wide range
of text processing approaches, text representation models, and detection methods
to estimate similarities between topics and documents vectors.

Text representation

Text representation is used to reduce the complexity of the documents, capture
the meaning of them and make them easier to handle. Extensive work is carried
out to propose various text representations. As definition of a document is that
it is made of a joint membership of terms which have various patterns of occur-
rence. Thus it has to be converted from the full text version to a standard rep-
resentation. Bag of Word (BoW) happens to be the basic representation model
where a document is typically represented as a vector of term weights (word
features) from a set of terms, using the frequency count of each term in the
document. This model of document representation is also called a Vector Space
Model (VSM) ([26]).

However, the BOW/VSM representation has its own limitations, namely:
the extremely high dimensionality of text data, loss of correlation with adjacent
words and loss of semantic relationship that exist among the terms in a document
[8].To overcome these problems, we present and experiment in this paper many
text representation models while trying especially to preserve semantic relations
between words by using Named Entities or Multi-words Terms.
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Adopted Text Representation Models

Stems

Terms have many morphological variants that will not be recognized by term
matching algorithm without additional text processing. In most cases, these vari-
ants have similar semantic interpretation and can be treated as equivalence in
text mining. Stemming has become an important step in text mining and infor-
mation retrieval in order to make the information more accurate and effective.
Stemming in Arabic language can be defined as the process or removing prefixes
or/and suffixes from words to recover their stems. The aim of the Stemming or
Light Stemming is not to produce the root of a given Arabic word, rather is to
remove the most frequent suffixes and prefixes. However, till now there is almost
no standard algorithm for Arabic light stemming, as there is no definite list
suffixes and prefixes that must be remove. Experiments have shown that using
stems is more efficient than roots or the full words in Arabic Topic Detection
[15].
We used the morphological analyzer Alkhalil[17] to recover a list of stems for
each document. Alkhalil realizes a morphological analysis for each word in the
corpus and returns among other morphological information all possibly related
stems to the considered word. So, we implemented a Viterbi algorithm to keep
only the stems that are relevant to the context.

Arabic Multi-Word Terms

Although multi-word term has no totally agreed upon definition, it can be un-
derstood as a sequence of two or more consecutive individual words, forming a
semantic unit [24]. In fact, the exact meaning of a multi-word term could not be
fully achieved by its individual parts.
MWTs Extraction represents an important task of Automatic term recognition
and is employed in numerous NLP fields such as: Text Mining [27], Syntactic
Parsing ([20];[3]), Machine Translation [10] and Text Classification [34]. The
MWTs extraction task covers detection and extraction of a set of consecutive
semantically related words and the techniques used can be classified into four
major categories: (a) Statistical approaches based on frequency, probability and
co-occurrence measures [31], (b) Symbolic approaches using parsers, morpho-
logical analysis, MWTs boundaries detection and patterns [33], (c) Hybrid ap-
proaches combining statistical and morphological methods ([12]) and (d) Word
alignment approaches [18].
We built our multi-word extraction system based on the hybrid approach which
performs in two steps:

– Linguistic filtering: The objective of the developed linguistic filter is to ex-
tract Multi-Word candidate terms. We preprocess the documents using the
text processing method explained in section 1 without the stemming part.
We use a Part-Of-Speech Tagger to assign morphological tickets to the cor-
pus document’s words using The Stanford Arabic POS Tagger [30]. This step
will help us to detect possible MWTs following the patterns bellow:
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• [Noun]+.
• Noun; [Adjective]+.
• Noun; Preposition; Noun.

In order to extract multi-word terms, the document sentences are scanned
for sets of words conform to one of the above listed patterns and ordered by
their number of occurrences. We consider only the sets of words appearing at
least twice in each document. The linguistic filter allows extracting MWTs
candidates with various sizes; Bigrams, Trigrams and Four grams.

– Statistical filtering: To reduce linguistic ambiguities and increase the ratio
of correct extracted MWTs, we used two well-known methods for their high
effectiveness in MWTs extraction, namely: C-value [13] for the nested words
and their variations along with Log Likelihood Ratio(LLR)[11] to gather the
remaining MWTs Bigrams.

The implemented MWTs extraction system achieved an overall of 90.25% in
term of precision.

Arabic Named Entities

The objective of Named Entity Recognition (NER) task is to identify and clas-
sify mentions of rigid designators from text belonging to named entity types such
as: persons, organizations, locations and miscellaneous names (date, time, per-
centage and monetary expressions) within an open-domain text [19]. The NER
is a key technique of Information Extraction and Question Answering systems.
The techniques proposed in the literature of NER fall within three major cat-
egories: (a)Rule-based approaches ([23]: is a language dependent approach that
uses hand crafted linguistic rules, (b) Machine learning based approaches ([14]):
is a language independent approach based on machine learning algorithms and
(c) Hybrid approaches ([9]): combines linguistic patterns and machine learning
techniques.
We developed an Arabic NER system implementing the hybrid approach. We
used ANERCorpus [7] for the training and test corpus which is an annotated cor-
pus following the Conferences on the Computational Natural Language Learning
(CoNLL) 2002 and 2003 shared task, formed by tags falling into the following
four categories: Person, Location, Organization and Miscellaneous names. Also,
we used a SVM based software for sequence tagging using Hidden Markov Mod-
els [2], along with a combination of language independent and language specific
binary features to capture the essence of the Arabic language such as: lexi-
cal, contextual, morphological features and gazetteers,... We boosted the system
with an automatic pattern extraction framework in order to enhance the ANER
system. The developed system achieved an overall of F1-measure of 83.20%.

Experiments and evaluation

The Dataset

For the setup of our experiments, we used a corpus of over 20.291 articles, col-
lected from the Arabic newspaper Wattan of the year 2004 [1]. The corpus con-
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tains articles covering the six following topics: culture, economics, international,
local, religion and sport. The repartition of documents is described in Table 1.
The corpus was divided into two subsets of documents. Thus, 9/10 of the corpus
was dedicated to training the feature selection system (Topic vocabulary con-
struction), whereas 1/10 of the overall documents formed the evaluation corpus.

Table 1. Number of documents per topic

Topics Number of articles

Culture 2782
Economy 3468
International 2035
Local 3596
Religion 3860
Sports 4550

Experiments Setup

Text preprocessing is the first step in a Topic Detection process. It aims to reduce
the noise in documents by removing all the unnecessary terms and mistyped
words. We process the corpus using the following operations:

– Document pretreatment: covers the unification of documents encoding to
avoid any ambiguity, along with the elimination of Latin words, symbols,
numbers, Roman numeral and special characters.

– Hamza ambiguity: although the two words: ÐAÓ@ and ÐAÓ

@ share the same

meaning, they will be treated as different words due to the ambiguity induced

by the letter

@ (hamza). In order to eliminate this ambiguity, we replaced all

the occurrences of ”
�
@ , @


,


@” in the corpus by the character ” @”.

– Stop words elimination: stop words are considered to be information free
words, thus their removal will not affect the Topic Detection system perfor-
mances. We eliminate stop words by comparing each word with the elements
of a hand crafted list containing over 600 stop words including: prepositions,
demonstrative pronouns, identifiers, logical connectors,...

We use the preprocessed training corpus to generate Topic Representation Model
for each of the three models presented in section 4 as follow:

– Stem representation: For each topic, we process all training corpus docu-
ments to extract stems for all the words. Then, we calculate the Mutual
Information (IM)[5] value for each stem. Given a word w and a topic t, with
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respective individual occurrence probabilities and , the Mutual Information
(MI) is expressed by the following equation :

IM(w, t) = log(P (w|t))− log(P (w)) (1)

After sorting, we retain words with higher MI values to build the vocabu-
lary vector of features representing each topic. The vocabulary vectors are
constructed by the TF-IDF [25] weights of the features within a predefined
Mutual Information threshold. We adapted the classic TF-IDF to represent
topics vectors. For instance, each Topic is represented by a vector that con-
tains the weights of the topic vocabulary words. The weight tjk of the kth

vocabulary word of topic j is expressed as follows:{
tjk = nfkj ∗ idfk
idfk = log( N

dfk
)

(2)

Where : nfkj denotes the frequency of the word k in documents of the training
corpus belonging to topic j, dfk is the number of topics in which the word
k appears at least once, N is the total number of topics and idfk represents
the inverse document frequency.

– Multi-word terms representation: For each topic, the extracted MWTs are
ranked by their LLR value if they are bigrams or C-value score if they are
nested. We sorted the terms and built the vector vocabulary with the MWTs
having higher scores using TF-ITF [4] score as a term weight. Given a set T
of multi-word terms extracted from the topic i, the TF-ITF value of multi-
word t ∈ T is: wi(t) = log(fi(t))− ITF (t)

ITF (t) = log

(∑
t∈T

F (t)

F (t)

)
(3)

Where fi(t) and F (t) are respectively the frequencies of term t in the topic
i and in the corpus.

– Named entities representation: We generated four categories of NE for each
topic. We calculated the mutual information value of each NE and sorted
them to extract vocabulary vectors formed by NE with the highest scores.
Then, we used TF-IDF to weight each NE of each category. Each topic gets
to be fully represented by one vector containing the four categories sorted
by their TF-IDF score.

To evaluate the performance of the developed system, we process the test corpus
to extract vectors representing each test document according to the preprocess-
ing steps detailed earlier for each one of the three text representation models.
Then, we compute similarity between each test document and the generated top-
ics vocabulary vectors using Cosine similarity. The cosine similarity value lies
within the real interval of [0; 1], where 1 indicates a perfect match between the
two vectors and 0 indicates a complete mismatch. The cosine similarity formula
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is expressed as follows:

cos(θ) = cos(Tj , Di) =

∑n
k=1 vjk ∗ wik√∑n

k=1 v
2
jk ×

√∑n
k=1 w

2
ik

(4)

Where Tj = vj1, vj2, ..., vjn represents the jth topic feature vector and Di =
wi1, wi2, ..., win represents features vector of test document i. The test document
is assigned to the topic with the maximums cosine similarity measure.

Evaluation Methods

In order to evaluate the classifiers performance, three standard set-based metrics
are used: recall and precision [6]. For a given topic Ti, precision and recall are
defined as follows:

Precision =
Number of documents in Ti classified to Ti
Total number of documents classified to Ti

(5)

Recall =
Number of documents in Ti classified to Ti

Total number of documents in Ti
(6)

The value of precision and recall often depend on parameter tuning; there is
a tradeoff between them. This why we also use another measure that combine
both of precision and recall: the F1-measure [32], defined as :

F1−measure =
2× Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall

(7)

We also calculate the macro average of each metric which is given by the average
on the metric scores of all topics.

Results

Figure 1 shows the Topic Detection system performance results using Stems,
MWTs and NEs on each topic of the test corpus in term of F1-measure. We notice
that the named entities approach realizes higher performances. Among the six
topics, all the three models gave the best performance on the ”Sport” topic
and the poorest performance on the ”Culture” topic. This could be explained
by the difficulty faced to extract truly representative terms from the training
corpus since the ”Culture” topic covers a broad range of documents including
TV programs, movies, poetry, literature, culinary, museum events..., which is
not the case of the ”Sport” topic.

In general, the performance of MWTs and NEs remain globally more impor-
tant than Stems. This is due to the influence of the Arabic language nature, In
fact, one word can be used in many sentences with different meaning. For exam-
ple, the word: I.

	
j

�
�
	
JÓ can be used in local documents as an adjective referring to

an elected person, and can also be used in sports documents as a noun referring a
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Fig. 1. F1-measure per topic

sport team. This ambiguity can be reduced by using MWTs or NEs as in: ’The

elected candidate : I.
	

j
�
�
	
JÖÏ @ l�

�
�QÖÏ @’ used in local documents and ’The national

team of football :
�
èQºÊË ú




	
æ£ñË@ I.

	
j

�
�
	
JÖÏ @’ referring to sports documents. Although

Stems outperforms MWTs on ”International” topic, this can be explained by
the fact that this topic’s documents are generally formed by names of cities
and countries composed with one word only Table 2 presents the global perfor-
mance of the three approaches based on the macro-average of all measures across
the six topics. It can be seen that NEs outperformed the other two approaches
in precision, recall and F1-measure. MWTs achieved better performance than
Stems in terms of precision and F1-measure. On one hand, this is due to the fact

Table 2. Topic Detection macro-average performance results

Models Precision(%) Recall(%) F1-measure(%)

Stems 82.29 82.40 82.35
MWTs 84.13 82.81 83.46
NEs 85.63 84.74 85.18

that the NEs and MWTs carry an important amount of information, which is
very benefic to the Arabic Topic Detection rather than using stems only. On the
other hand, we notice that the effectiveness of multi-word is strongly dependent
on the types of literature. For instance, multi-words as a text representation is
effective for documents, in which fixed expressions (terminologies, collocations,
etc.) are usually used, such as academic papers, but may be not effective for the
documents with extensive topics, in which fixed expressions are not usually used
such as poems (culture).
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This ambiguity generated in such cases affects the performances of the Topic
Detection system, leading to a misjudgment of the similar topics. In fact, great
many words are common to different topics leading to imprecision in the Topic
Detection process. Although, it can help to differentiate similar topics by named
entities, the number of named entities is limited in news documents. Using only
named Entities; it may influence the topic detection system as many key words
which describe the topics are ignored. As a result, the performance of Topic
Detection decrease for related topic such as: culture and local as these topics
show a low performance for the three models.

In order to solve the problems related to the difficulty in distinguishing similar
topics, we investigate the use of topic oriented combined vocabulary vectors:
Stems with NEs and Stems with MWTs. We calculate the similarity as follows:

Sim(d, t) =

{
αsim(V d

mwt, V
t
mwt) + βsim(V d

st, V
t
st), MWTs with Stems

αsim(V d
ne, V

t
ne) + βsim(V d

st, V
t
st), NEs with Stems

(8)
Where:

– α and β are weight factors with the constraint α+ β = 1
– V x

y ∈ {d, t} × {MWTs,NEs, STs} vectors containing MWTs, NEs and
Stems weights for the considered document d and topic t respectively

– Sim(V t
y , V

d
y , y ∈ {MWTs,NEs, STs} stands for the Cosine Similarity be-

tween topic t and document d vectors for each text representation model.

The α and β values were obtained empirically through running the exper-
iments for various weight values and selecting those ensuring optimal perfor-
mances, corresponding to α = 3

4 and β = 1
4 . As shown in Figure 2, we can

clearly notice that using the combined vectors approach has improved the sys-
tem performances. This improvement is justified by the fact that the combined
vectors allow expressing each topic more accurately and highlight the differences
between similar topics. Nerveless, the results of combining stems with multi-
words terms remain less efficient than those of associating stems with names
entities. Table 3 shows that combining stems and multi-word terms vectors
has augmented the F1-measure from 83.46% to 84.25%. The augmentation in
the case of named entities categories and stems combined vectors is mush im-
portant. Indeed, we have an average of F1-measure of 88.80% against 85.18%
realized with named entities vectors only. We conjuncture that the combination
method is more effective and deliver better results.

Table 3. Topic Detection macro-average performance for combined vectors approach

Models Precision(%) Recall(%) F1-measure(%)

Stems+MWTs 84.40 84.10 84.25
Stems+NEs 89.27 88.33 88.80
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Fig. 2. F1-measure per topic for combined vectors

Conclusions and future works

In this paper, we conducted several experiments to evaluate the performances of
three text representation models namely: Stems, Multi-Word Terms and Named
Entities in the context of Arabic Topic Detection. We conjecture that text rep-
resentation based on Named Entities is very effective for TD with a performance
variance related to the topic nature. This can be explained by the important
amount of information contained in NEs. The conducted experiments show also
that MWTs have better performances in Topic Detection than Stems. We notice
a variance in the MWTs performances depending on the topic’s nature, some
topics are described with an important amount of words composed with one
gram which can explain the high performance of Stems in some topics over the
MWTs.

To overcome the problem of similar topics distinguish, especially for the lit-
erature topics (culture, local), we ran experiments using combined vectors of
Stems and named entities (respectively Stems and multi-word terms). The re-
sults were very significant and outperformed the earlier results obtained by using
each one of the three models separately. The combination approach proved to
be very effective by enhancing the overall system performance and taking into
account the semantic relationship between words.

To improve the text representation models for a better Topic Detection pro-
cess, we intend to use external dictionaries such as WordNet and ontologies to
enhance the generation of the vocabulary vectors.
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